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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AS A REAL ASSET
Highlights
• Definitions of real assets have broadened
from strict asset-based categorizations to
a broader set of criteria that we believe
cover certain intellectual property assets
• The specific types of intellectual
property targeted by Barings are
intended to be complementary to and
consistent with our investment strategy
across other categories of real assets
• Long-lived intellectual property assets
constitute an expanding opportunity
set not readily available through public
markets and that is best accessed
through private market strategies

Introduction
The understanding of “real” assets has evolved over time with the
expansion of asset-based investment strategies available to institutional
investors. However, there is no one accepted definition of real assets.
Past thinking on the subject has been limited by the attempt to reduce
real assets to a single characteristic, such as the positive correlation to
inflation or physical tangibility. Academic research has also contributed
to the conception and evolution of thought into what constitutes a real
asset. And while a standard definition may remain elusive within the
investment community and academia, there is an identifiable set of
overlapping characteristics that tend to persist across definitions of real
assets, including:
• Positively correlated with U.S. or European price inflation
• Likely to preserve value during periods of macroeconomic instability
• Should benefit directly from increasing scarcity of production inputs
• Are often essential to economic infrastructure
• May offer risk-and-return properties that match long-term liabilities

The understanding
of “real” assets has
evolved over time with
the expansion of assetbased investment
strategies available to
institutional investors.

We consider these insights to be valuable contributions to the
understanding of real assets. They also help us to understand the
properties of those real asset investment strategies that sophisticated
investors have used in conjunction with other investment strategies in
order to fund long-term liabilities.
We believe that a multi-dimensional understanding of real assets
that incorporates all of these characteristics makes particular sense
for investors seeking to manage or mitigate inflation risk (as well as
other investment risks), as it addresses the fundamental weakness of
investment strategies that narrowly focus on specific asset classes.
Inflation can have many causes—cost push, demand pull, external
trade imbalances, macroeconomic instability, etc.—against which no
single specific asset class is likely to provide an effective hedge. Gold
may provide a good hedge against inflation caused by external trade
imbalances, for instance, but it is not clear the precious metal will provide
a good hedge against, say, wage-driven cost push inflation.
A multi-dimensional approach is also consistent with research1 that
suggests that the most effective long-run hedges against inflation utilize
portfolios of assets that have differential inflation sensitivity.

1. Sources: Rödel, M. (2012) Inflation Hedging: An Empirical Analysis on Inflation Nonlinearities, Infrastructure, and International Equities
(Doctoral dissertation), Technische Universität München, Munich, Germany. Froot, K. (1995) “Hedging Portfolios with Real Assets,”
Journal of Portfolio Management, Vol. 21, No. 4. Bekaert, G. and Wang, Xiaozheng (2010) “Inflation Risk and the Inflation Risk Premium”
Economic Policy, Vol. 25, No. 64. Martin, G. (2010) “The Long Horizon Benefits of Traditional and New Real Assets in the Institutional
Portfolio,” Journal of Alternative Investments, Vol. 13, No. 1.
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Redefining real assets to
include intellectual property
We believe that taking a multidimensional approach naturally
leads to the inclusion of certain
intellectual property assets within
the scope of real assets. We are not
alone in considering certain types of
intellectual property as a real asset,
with growing numbers of institutional
investors and economic bodies such
as the U.S. Department of Commerce’s
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)
having done so in recent years.
Indeed, the BEA expanded its coverage
of fixed investments in 2013 so that
long-lived intellectual property
products are now represented in the
U.S. GDP accounting. 2
Barings’ approach to investing in
intellectual property complements the
broadening in the definition of real
assets. We emphasize investments with
the characteristics listed below:
Operating risk profile similar to tangible
assets. We target investments in
proven and established intellectual
property, such as: established pharma
technology; existing media assets; and
established patents or technological
intellectual property that are already
in use. As with traditional tangible
assets, the assets that we focus on
derive their value from their use in
established economic processes.
Barings favors intellectual property
investments that preserve value
under transfer of ownership control;
this characteristic is particularly
emphasized in intellectual property
assets that are subject to license and
scale (such as technology patents,
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SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS. AS OF AUGUST 23, 2017.

pharma intellectual property, etc.).
Similarly, Barings favors intellectual
property assets where ownership
rights are long-lasting and used
repeatedly in the production process.
Barings does not typically invest in IP
assets that perform little economic
function (such as works of fine art),
that are not scalable (unlike media
content), or which have uncertain use,
indeterminate value, or obsolescence
risk (such as early stage research).
Likely to preserve value in periods of
macroeconomic instability. In general,
intellectual property products have low
beta to the overall market. For example,
we used Ken French’s data3 to calculate
five-year (since 2008) rolling betas to
the Fama-French market factor and

found that the drug sector has beta in
the lower half of all sectors, and that
generally it is in the lowest quartile of
sector betas.
Are often essential to economic
infrastructure. The long-lived
intellectual property products Barings
targets are considered essential
components of U.S. GDP. In particular,
“Intellectual Property Products,” as
defined by the BEA, are of growing
importance. The 2013 revision to
GDP to include fixed investment in
long-lived intellectual property assets
increased estimated U.S. GDP by $560
billion. 2 Figure 1 demonstrates the
substantial and growing significance
of intellectual property to the overall
capital stock of the U.S. economy.

Barings’ approach to investing in intellectual property
complements the broadening in the definition of real assets.

2. U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of Economic Analysis. As of August 6th, 2013.
3. Kenneth R. French - Data Library. Available online at: http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html
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We can compare the characteristics of typical intellectual property assets to the different characteristics
that have been identified as part of the multi-dimensional definition of real assets. The table below
provides a summary of real asset characteristics of a number of traditional real asset classes, and
compares them against the associated characteristics of intellectual property.

REAL ESTATE

COMMODITIES

TIMBER

INFRASTRUCTURE

INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY

INFLATION
HEDGE

INTRINSIC VALUE

SCARCE INPUT

ECONOMIC
INFRASTRUCTURE

LONG-TERM
MATCHING

INFLATION HEDGE
Positively Correlated with U.S. or European Inflation. Our analysis suggests that there is no clear evidence
on the correlation of stand-alone intellectual property assets and inflation. This state of ambiguity also
pertains to certain other assets that have been classified as real, such as real estate. It is likely that the
intellectual property assets that are the focus of our investment process have low correlation with inflation
and represent a diversifier to inflation risk, unlike other core assets in institutional portfolios, such as
equities and nominal bonds.
INTRINSIC VALUE
Likely to preserve value in periods of macroeconomic instability. As suggested above, there is empirical
evidence that suggests intellectual property assets like pharma have low correlation to the macroeconomic
environment. Elevated intermediate cash flows – available from many of the types of intellectual property
assets Barings targets – are de-risking and also reduce sensitivity to exit risk in a temporarily unfavorable
market environment.
SCARCE INPUT
Should benefit from the scarcity of inputs in sectors like energy, manufacturing and agriculture. It is
unlikely that intellectual property assets targeted by Barings have any correlation with scarcity of inputs
in these sectors.
ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE
Are often essential to economic infrastructure. As the past changes to the system of accounts behind the
calculation of GDP indicate, long-lived intellectual property products, such as those targeted by Barings, are
considered a significant part of the U.S. GDP and will continue to be so.
LONG-TERM MATCHING
Risk-and-return properties suitable for funding long-term liabilities. The focus on intellectual property
products with low operating risk, ready transferability or license, and long economic life, provides a basis
for the generation of relatively stable cash flows that may be suitable for funding long-term liabilities.
FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY.
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Conclusion
We believe that an understanding of the economic role of intellectual property assets is essential for
properly assessing their investment characteristics, and their inclusion in investment portfolios. While longlived intellectual property is a growing universe, it is not easy to directly access these assets through public
markets. Investments in intellectual property usually are linked directly, through private markets rather than
public securities, to corporate cash flows, as they are frequently associated with licensing, royalty or profit
interests in specific assets.
Recognizing the evolving nature of real assets, and taking our multi-dimensional approach to identifying
assets with “real” characteristics, we find that the specific types of intellectual property that we target are
complementary and consistent with our real asset investment strategy across other asset classes. These
assets are all the more complementary when one considers the benefits to investors of asset portfolios
that protect long horizon investors from inflation risk and other forms of macroeconomic stability, while
generating significant intermediate cash flows.

BARINGS’ INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INVESTMENTS

HEALTHCARE & PHARMA
Barings has been an active pharmaceutical investor since 2006, with holdings
across a range of healthcare and pharma intellectual property assets. These
include generic medicines and products, mature branded pharmaceuticals and
pharmaceutical royalties. The sector is a rich source of intellectual property assets
that can provide attractive cash flow for investors.

MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT
Barings has invested for over a decade in media and entertainment assets,
including copyrights on music (specifically sound recording and composition) and
copyrights on filmed content. Barings targets specific types of assets in the sector
that display predictability and stability, and that have positive optionality.
We are attracted to media and entertainment assets for a variety of reasons. They
often have long, profitable life spans—for example, songs produced 30-50 years
ago are still being consumed today. They are also highly generative of ongoing
cash flow—with owners receiving royalties every time a song is played—whether it
is downloaded, on the radio, in an advertisement or in a movie. And the continued
proliferation of smartphones and subscription streaming services has meant that
more customers can be reached around the world without the costs or limitations
of the old physical distribution model.
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Barings is a $304+ billion* global financial services firm dedicated to meeting the evolving investment and capital needs of our clients. We build lasting partnerships
that leverage our distinctive expertise across traditional and alternative asset classes to deliver innovative solutions and exceptional service.
Part of MassMutual, Barings maintains a strong global presence with over 1,800 professionals and offices in 16 countries.

Any forecasts in this document are based upon Barings opinion of the market at the date of preparation and are subject to change without
notice, dependent upon many factors. Any prediction, projection or forecast is not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance.
Investment involves risk. The value of any investments and any income generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed. Past
performance is no indication of current or future performance. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
Any investment results, portfolio compositions and or examples set forth in this document are provided for illustrative purposes only and are
not indicative of any future investment results, future portfolio composition or investments. The composition, size of, and risks associated with
an investment may differ substantially from any examples set forth in this document. No representation is made that an investment will be
profitable or will not incur losses. Where appropriate, changes in the currency exchange rates may affect the value of investments. Prospective
investors should read the offering documents for the details and specific risk factors of any Fund discussed in this document.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
For Professional Investors / Institutional Investors only. This document should not be
distributed to or relied on by Retail / Individual Investors.
Barings LLC, Barings Securities LLC, Barings (U.K.) Limited, Barings Global Advisers Limited,
Barings Australia Pty Ltd, Barings Japan Limited, Barings Real Estate Advisers Europe Finance
LLP, BREAE AIFM LLP, Baring Asset Management Limited, Baring International Investment
Limited, Baring Fund Managers Limited, Baring International Fund Managers (Ireland)
Limited, Baring Asset Management (Asia) Limited, Baring SICE (Taiwan) Limited, Baring
Asset Management Switzerland Sarl, and Baring Asset Management Korea Limited each are
affiliated financial service companies owned by Barings LLC (each, individually, an “Affiliate”),
together known as “Barings.” Some Affiliates may act as an introducer or distributor of the
products and services of some others and may be paid a fee for doing so.
NO OFFER:
The document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation for the
purchase or sale of any financial instrument or service in any jurisdiction. The material
herein was prepared without any consideration of the investment objectives, financial
situation or particular needs of anyone who may receive it. This document is not, and
must not be treated as, investment advice, an investment recommendation, investment
research, or a recommendation about the suitability or appropriateness of any security,
commodity, investment, or particular investment strategy, and must not be construed as a
projections or predictions.
In making an investment decision, prospective investors must rely on their own
examination of the merits and risks involved and before making any investment decision,
it is recommended that prospective investors seek independent investment, legal, tax,
accounting or other professional advice as appropriate.
Unless otherwise mentioned, the views contained in this document are those of Barings.
These views are made in good faith in relation to the facts known at the time of preparation
and are subject to change without notice. Individual portfolio management teams may hold
different views than the views expressed herein and may make different investment decisions
for different clients. Parts of this document may be based on information received from
sources we believe to be reliable. Although every effort is taken to ensure that the information
contained in this document is accurate, Barings makes no representation or warranty, express
or implied, regarding the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of the information.
These materials are being provided on the express basis that they and any related
communications (whether written or oral) will not cause Barings to become an investment
advice fiduciary under ERISA or the Internal Revenue Code with respect to any retirement
plan, IRA investor, individual retirement account or individual retirement annuity as the
recipients are fully aware that Barings (i) is not undertaking to provide impartial investment
advice, make a recommendation regarding the acquisition, holding or disposal of an
investment, act as an impartial adviser, or give advice in a fiduciary capacity, and (ii) has a
financial interest in the offering and sale of one or more products and services, which may
depend on a number of factors relating to Barings’ business objectives, and which has been
disclosed to the recipient.
Nothing set forth herein or any information conveyed (in writing or orally) in connection
with these materials is intended to constitute a recommendation that any person take or
refrain from taking any course of action within the meaning of U.S. Department of Labor
Regulation§2510.3-21(b) (1), including without limitation buying, selling or continuing to
hold any security or other investment. You are advised to contact your own financial advisor
or other fiduciary unrelated to Barings about whether any given course of action may be
appropriate for your circumstances. The information provided herein is intended to be used
solely by the recipient in considering the products or services described herein and may not
be used for any other reason, personal or otherwise.
OTHER RESTRICTIONS:
The distribution of this document is restricted by law. No action has been or will be taken by
Barings to permit the possession or distribution of the document in any jurisdiction, where
action for that purpose may be required. Accordingly, the document may not be used in any
jurisdiction except under circumstances that will result in compliance with all applicable laws
and regulations.
Any service, security, investment or product outlined in this document may not be suitable
for a prospective investor or available in their jurisdiction.
The information with respect to UCITS Funds is not intended for U.S. Persons, as defined
in Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, or persons in any other jurisdictions
where such use or distribution would be contrary to law or local regulation.
INFORMATION:
Barings is the brand name for the worldwide asset management or associated businesses of
Barings. This document is issued by one or more of the following entities:
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